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Install real water-
filled radiators 

where plumbing or 
gas supplies can’t 

reach



Loft conversion, listed building, 
conservatory, off-grid?  

The RadiWarm Pipeless Radiator combines the heat quality of gas central heating systems 
with the simplicity of electric heating. Each water-filled radiator looks like a conventional 

radiator but hides an internal energy-efficient boiler and pump, transforming it into a self-
contained heating system.

The RadiWarm has 100% efficiency.  Once a room reaches the desired temperature, the RadiWarm’s 
Smart Heating software will switch to eco-saving mode to maintain ambient room temperature.

Two powerful controller options. Choose 
from our wireless 7-day remote control unit 
or our advanced web-based control system 
that gives you control of your radiator over 
the internet from anywhere in the world.



Conservatory heating
The half-sized RadiWarm is specially sized 
to fit lower conservatory walls. If you need 
to heat your conservatory space then 
there really is no better option on the 
marketplace. Will also fit under-window 
spaces in other areas of your property.

A radiator that you can 
install almost anywhere
No need for plumbing.  The RadiWarm is 
available in many different sizes making it 
perfect for loft conversions, garden rooms, 
living rooms, offices, kitchens, bedrooms, 
garages and even bathrooms. 

Installation service and 
free mainland UK delivery
The RadiWarm is a true plug and play 
radiator.  Mount it to your wall, plug it into a 
nearby standard mains electricity socket and 
enjoy the heat of a real water-filled radiator.  
Or take advantage of our installation service.



If you need permanent heating in a space 
where plumbing or a gas supply is not an 

option, the RadiWarm is the best and most 
efficient solution.  Hand made in the UK, 
ideal for the whole home but especially 

for loft-conversions, conservatories, 
apartments and listed buildings.

Where you may have children or 
vulnerable adults, the RadiWarm Safe 
Touch gives the same quality of heat 

but with a protective low-temperature 
cover.  Perfect for where safety is 
paramount including carehomes, 

nurseries, schools and public buildings 
– or in your own home

Pipeless Radiators combine the heat quality of gas central 
heating systems with the simplicity of electric heating. 

“Our Pipeless Radiators have been a godsend. 
They are efficient, they heat up quickly & quietly 

and were easy to install.”
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What size Pipeless Radiator do I need?
This obviously depends on some variables, including wall construction and what type of 

insulation you have.  However, this guide shows the recommended radiator size based on an 
average UK home with double-glazing.  You can also buy larger or smaller radiators to fit the 

space you have – if you buy smaller the space will just take longer to heat up.  

The RadiWarm is available in the following sizes (mm): 300 x 1000 | 300 x 1400 | 300 x 1600   
400 x 1000 | 400 x 1400 | 400 x 1600 | 600 x 400 | 600 x 600 | 600 x 800 | 600 x 1000 | 600 x 1200

The RadiWarm Safe Touch is available in the following sizes (mm): 700 x 500 | 700 x 700 | 700 x 900 
700 x 1100 | 700 x 1300

Inside your home

Small Room (below 4.5 x 4.5m)
General rooms: One 600 x 1000mm, or two 600 x 800mm
For bedrooms: One 600 x 800mm

Medium Room (above 4.5 x 4.5m)
General rooms: One 600 x 1000mm, or two 600 x 800mm
For bedrooms: One 600 x 800mm

Large Room (above 5.4 x 5.4m)
General rooms: One 600 x 1200mm plus one 600 x 600mm,  
              or two 600 x 800mm
For bedrooms:  One 600 x 1200mm

Inside your conservatory

Small Conservatory (2 x 2m)
One 400 x 1400mm,  
or two 400 x 1000mm

Medium Conservatory  
(3 x 3m)
Two 400 x 1000mm

Large Conservatory  
(Above 5.4 x 5.4m)
Two 400 x 1400mm

See our website for full specifications, or call us if you have any specific product questions:


